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To illustrate the complementarity of the linear collider and astrophysics bounds on the light (MeV-scale
mass) dark matter (DM), we study the constraints on the magnetic dipole DM from the DM-electron
interactions at the proposed International Linear Collider (ILC) and in supernova (SN) 1987A. We in
particular focus on the eþ e− annihilation, which is the common process for producing DM pairs both at the
ILC and in the SN. We estimate the bounds on the DM magnetic dipole moment from the monophoton
signals at the ILC and also from the energy loss rate due to the freely streaming DM produced in the SN.
The SN bounds can be more stringent than those from the ILC by as much as a factor Oð105 Þ for a DM
mass below 102 MeV. For larger DM masses, on the other hand, SN rapidly loses its sensitivity and the
collider constraints can complement the SN constraints.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.89.103528

PACS numbers: 95.35.+d

I. INTRODUCTION
The nature of the dark matter (DM) remains an outstanding question that can provide crucial clues for the
physics beyond the Standard Model (SM). In particular,
besides the commonly studied weakly interacting massive
particles (WIMPs) with weak scale mass, there has been
growing interest in light DM whose parameter region has not
yet been experimentally fully explored. For instance, current
direct DM search experiments have recoil energy sensitivity
down to of order a keV, which limits the DM mass to be larger
than about a GeV, and it would be of great interest to
investigate the lighter mass range below a GeV for the
potential window to new physics beyond the SM. Facing the
wide-open possibilities for the properties of DM, we study
the interaction of MeV-scale DM particles that possess a
magnetic dipole moment and therefore interact with the
photon. The DM magnetic dipole moment can be easily
generated in many extensions of the SM such as asymmetric
DM models and there have been many studies of the dipole
DM, in particular for the light DM whose interactions with
the SM particles can enjoy infrared enhancement due to the
small momentum transfer in the photon exchange [1–17].
We aim to illustrate the complementarity of linear
collider and astrophysical probes on light dark matter in
the MeV-scale mass range. We focus on the interactions of
the DM and electron-positron pairs and estimate how they
can affect the ILC and SN signals. For the ILC, we study
the impact of the magnetic dipole DM on the monophoton
events, where pairs of DM particles arise from eþ e−
annihilations, and, for the SN, we calculate the DM
emission rate potentially affecting SN cooling, which is

1550-7998=2014=89(10)=103528(5)

also due to pairs of DM particles produced by eþ e−
annihilations. We relate the collider and SN phenomenology through this common DM production channel of eþ e−
annihilations and clarify how collider and SN signals can
complement each other in constraining the DM magnetic
dipole moment.
II. ILC AND SUPERNOVA CONSTRAINTS ON THE
DARK MATTER MAGNETIC DIPOLE MOMENT
We estimate the bounds on the magnetic dipole moment
of MeV dark matter from eþ e− annihilation, which is the
common channel for DM pair production both at the ILC
and in supernova 1987A.
A. Magnetic dipole dark matter
We discuss the electromagnetic coupling for the interaction between DM and electrons, and consider fermionic
DM χ whose gauge invariant coupling to the photon, up to
dimension five, is via the magnetic dipole moment operator,
i
L ¼ − μχ̄σ μν χFμν :
2

ð1Þ

Fμν is the electromagnetic field tensor and μ corresponds to
the magnetic dipole moment of DM and is parametrized as
μ ¼ 1=Λ, where Λ represents the cutoff scale of the effective
theory. Λ for instance could be the mass scale of the charged
particle running in the loop if this dimension-five dipole
moment operator arises from the loop interactions with the
heavy mediator. The ultraviolet-complete theory, however,
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is not sought in this paper in order to keep our modelindependent discussions as general as possible. We also
assume the only coupling between the DM and the SM
particles is through the magnetic dipole interaction with
photons given in Eq. (1).1 The dipole interaction term
vanishes for the Majorana fermion and we hence consider
a Dirac fermion χ in this paper.
B. Linear collider
The dark matter shows up as a missing energy at a
collider and we consider the monophoton signals eþ e− →
χ χ̄γ at the ILC [20–31] to search for the dipole DM. The
monophoton, along with a dipole DM pair, at an eþ e−
collider can come from the initial state radiation (ISR) or
from a final state DM via the dipole coupling. We study the
monophoton from the ISR which can dominate that from
the final state DM due to the collinear enhancement when a
photon is approximately collinear with an incoming beam.
For the background, we simply consider the main irreducible background from the SM process eþ e− → νν̄γ. To
avoid the collinear and infrared divergences, we limit the
phase space to be Eγ > 8 GeV and −0.995 < cos θγ <
pﬃﬃﬃ
0.995. Eγ has the Z resonance peak around s=2ð1 − M 2Z =sÞ
pﬃﬃﬃ
(242 GeV for the p
center
of mass energy s ¼ 500 GeV
ﬃﬃﬃ
and 496 GeV for s ¼ 1 TeV),
pﬃﬃﬃ and we hence impose a
further cut Eγ ≤ 220 GeV for s ¼ 500 GeV and Eγ ≤ 450
pﬃﬃﬃ
for s ¼ 1 TeV to suppress the s-channel on-shell Z
recoil contributions. The background due to the t- and
u- channel W exchange can be further reduced by positively
polarized electron and negatively polarized positron beams
because of the V-A nature of W coupling. We adopt the
beam polarization Pðeþ ; e− Þ ¼ ð−30%; þ80%Þ for our
analysis [28,32].
We implemented the magnetic dipole operator in
MADGRAPH and MADEVENT and numerically obtained
the upper bound on the dipole moment by requiring that
95% confidence level upper limit on the background is
smaller than the 95% confidence level lower limit on the
signal plus background [33–36]. Ignoring the systematic
errors for simplicity, the constraints on the dipole moment
can be obtained by requiring
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N sig þ N bg − 1.64 N sig þ N bg > N bg þ 1.64 N bg ;
1

ð2Þ

The dipole moment in this paper refers to the magnetic dipole
moment, which preserves the discrete symmetries (C,P,T), and
we leave the studies for the electric dipole moment, which
intrinsically breaks the P and T invariance, for future work. Note a
spin zero particle cannot have a permanent dipole moment either
and the scalar DM coupling to the photon shows up only at
dimension six which has been explored for instance in Ref [18].
Another form of the electromagnetic interaction could occur if the
DM is electrically charged, but the electric charge of the DM is
severely constrained from the current experimental data and not
pursued in our study [19].

where N sig;bg represent the number of events after the cuts
for the signals and SM backgrounds.2
C. Supernova
To study the complementarity to the eþ e− linear collider,
we consider eþ e− → χ χ̄ in the SN. A pair of magnetic dipole
DM particles can be produced from the annihilation of the
relativistic eþ e− in the same way as DM pair production at
the linear collider through the s-channel photon exchange.
We estimate the emission rate of the freely steaming DM
because any significant additional energy loss from the SN
core could affect the shape and duration of the neutrino pulse
from SN 1987A [38,39]. The new DM channel can indeed be
severely constrained not to conflict with the SN 1987A data,
and the emission rates for SN 1987A have been extensively
studied for the DM candidates such as axions, neutralinos
and the gravitons in extra dimension models [40–57].
The produced DM can escape the SN core if their
mean free path is larger than the core size (of order 10 km),
which can enhance the SN cooling rate and shorten the
SN neutrino signals. For e− ðp1 Þeþ ðp2 Þ → χðp3 Þχ̄ðp4 Þ, the
emissivity, the energy emitted per time and volume, is
Z
3
_E ¼ dΠi¼1;4 d pi ð2πÞ4 δ4 ðp1 þ p2 − p3 − p4 Þ
2Ei ð2πÞ3
× f 1 f 2 ð1 − f 3 Þð1 − f 4 ÞjMj2 ðE3 þ E4 Þ

ð3Þ

where f i ¼ ½eðEi −μi Þ=T þ 1−1 is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. The matrix element squared, summed over
the initial and final state spins, for the magnetic dipole
interaction becomes
jMj2 ¼

64μ2 e2
ðp1 · p2 Þ½ðp3 · p2 Þðp4 · p2 Þ
q4
þ ðp3 · p1 Þðp4 · p1 Þ þ m2χ ðp1 · p2 Þ;

ð4Þ

where q ¼ p1 þ p2 , mχ is the DM
pﬃﬃﬃ mass. We for simplicity
ignore the electron mass me ≪ s in our analysis (s is the
usual Mandelstam variable representing the center of mass
energy squared). Performing the phase space integration
leads to
ﬃ
Z pEﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Z ∞
2 −s
2 2Z ∞
2απ
μ
þ
E_ ¼
ds pﬃ dEþ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ dE−
3
s
− E2þ −s
4m2χ
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ


4m2χ
8m2χ
× sEþ f 1 f 2 1 −
1þ
ð5Þ
s
s
2

We simply consider the dominant statistical uncertainties in
our estimation, which suffices for our purpose of quantitative
estimation of the allowed magnitude of the dipole moment. We
refer the readers to, for instance, Ref. [27,28,37] for more detailed
studies on the model dependent systematic errors along with the
full detector simulation and the optimized particle reconstruction.
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f2 ¼

1
þ1

;

eðEþ −E− þ2μe Þ=ð2TÞ þ 1

;

ðEþ þE− −2μe Þ=ð2TÞ

e

1

0.1

ð6Þ

where α is the fine structure constant and we assume the
complete final-state phase space is essentially available and
ignore the Pauli blocking factors of the DM for simplicity.
In deriving the above expression, we changed the variables
ðE1 ; E2 ; θÞ to ðEþ ¼ E1 þ E2 ; E− ¼ E1 − E2 ; s ¼ 2m2e þ
2E1 E2 − 2p1 p2 cos θÞ (θ is the angle between the three
momenta p1 , p2 , and p ¼ jpj). We numerically integrate
Eq. (5) to obtain the emissivity. To obtain reliable upper
bounds on the dipole moment from the SN energy loss rate,
one would need to implement the additional energy loss
channel given above into a SN simulation code for various
DM mass values. For the purpose of our paper to illustrate
the compatibility of the astrophysical (SN) and collider
(ILC) constraints on the DM properties, we instead perform
the analytical estimation by applying the conventional
Raffelt criterion which requires the energy loss rate due
to the new channel to be less than 1019 erg/g/s not to
invalidate the SN 1987A neutrino signals [58–60].
D. Results
The potential ILC sensitivity on the DM magnetic dipole
moment is shown in Fig. 1 for the polarized beams of
þ −
electron and positron
pﬃﬃﬃ with the polarization Pðe ; e Þ ¼
ð−30%; þ80%Þ for sp¼ﬃﬃﬃ 500 GeV and 1 TeV. The figure
shows the bounds for p
s¼
ﬃﬃﬃ 500 GeV with the integrated
luminosity 250=fb and s ¼ 1 TeV with the integrated
luminosity 500=fb. The improvement on the dipole
moment upper bounds is about 30% by changing from
(500 GeV, 250=fb) to (1 TeV, 500=fb). The sensitivity of
the collider constraints
pﬃﬃﬃ on the DM mass is small, which is
expected because s ≫ mχ . In fact, increasing the beam
energy does not improve the constraints so much and the
improvement mainly comes from the increase in the
integrated luminosity. The energy loss per time per mass
_ with ρ being the mass density and the SN
of the SN is E=ρ
cooling constraints on the dipole moment from the Raffelt
_ < 1019 erg/g/s is shown in Fig. 1. In our
criterion E=ρ
estimation, for concreteness, we use the constant density of
ρ ¼ 3 × 1014 g=cm3 , the core temperature T ¼ 30 MeV
and the electron chemical potential μe ¼ 200 MeV.3 The
SN emission rate is not so sensitive to the DM mass when
m ≪ T, but its sensitivity abruptly decreases once the DM
There are Oð1Þ factor uncertainties in the SN parameters
which should be clarified from the detailed numerical simulations
[51,58,61]. We checked using μe ¼ 300 MeV instead of
200 MeV for instance increases the upper bound of the dipole
moment by about a factor 2 for mχ < 100 MeV, but our
qualitative conclusion does not change due to those order unity
uncertainties.
3

Dipole Moment (TeV-1)

f1 ¼
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FIG. 1 (color online). The bounds on the DM magnetic dipole
moment from the ILC and the SN. The regions above the ILC
solid lines can be excluded from the monophoton signal search.
The SN energy loss due to the freely streaming DM excludes the
region above the SN solid line for the excessive cooling and
below the dotted line representing DM trapping.

mass exceeds Oð102 Þ MeV for a typical core temperature
of T ∼ 30 MeV for the kinematic reason. The SN bounds
on the magnetic dipole moment turn out to be much tighter
than those from the ILC for the lower mass range of mχ ≲
102 MeV by about a factor 105. Because of the available
energy range characterized by the typical core temperature
adopted in our analysis T ¼ 30 MeV, however, the SN
loses its sensitivity to a heavier dark matter mass exceeding
a few hundred MeV where the ILC bounds can complement
the SN bounds.
Before concluding our discussion, let us point out that
the dipole constraints from the SN cooling in this paper are
based on the energy emission rate due to freely streaming
DM. For a large-enough dipole moment, however, the DM
diffuses instead of freely streaming, and we here give a
simple estimation for the range for which our DM emission
energy loss constraints are applicable. We estimate the
elastic scattering cross section between the dipole DM
and a charged particle through the photon exchange
from dσ t =dΩ ∼ αμ2 ½m4χ þ q2 ð−2m2χ − m2t þ sÞ − 2m2χ ðm2t þ
sÞ þ ðm2t − sÞ2 =ð4πsq2 Þ (q is the 4-momentum transfer
and t represents the target particle (electrons andP
protons)).4
The mean free path λ can be estimated as λ ¼ ð t σ t nt Þ−1 ,
and we assume the DM can be trapped in the core if the
core radius (∼10 km) is larger than 10λ. Then, by using the
4

In the calculation of this DM elastic scattering cross section,
we ignored a number of complications such as the degeneracy
effects, the form factors and coherence effects due to the small
momentum transfer. More detailed studies covering those effects
along with the thermal emission from the DM sphere with a
sufficiently large dipole coupling for the DM trapped regime will
be presented elsewhere, which is model dependent requiring the
specification of the nonconstant density and temperature profile
outside the inner core and the hadronic matrix elements.
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constant common number density nt ∼ 1044 =m3 and a
typical energy of the DM and electron Oð102 Þ MeV, we
can estimate that the trapping condition is reached for the
dipole moment of order Oð10−5 Þ=TeV. For the parameter
region μ ≳ Oð10−5 Þ=TeV, hence, our simple cooling arguments could fail and the DM diffusion would need to be
taken into account. This limitation due to the DM trapping
in the core is indicated with the dotted line in Fig. 1 above
which our SN cooling constraints could be obviated. In
conclusion, we studied how the electron-DM interactions
which show up for both the ILC and supernova can
constrain the magnetic dipole dark matter to illustrate
the complementarity of the collider and astrophysical
probes on light DM in the MeV mass range. We found
the SN constraints turn out to be much tighter than the ILC
ones for the lower mass range m ≲ Oð102 Þ MeV, while the
collider constraints can be complementary to the SN
constraints for larger DM masses due to the rapid weakening of the SN cooling constraints for m ≳ Oð102 Þ MeV
for a typical SN core temperature of T ∼ 30 MeV. Our
study of MeV dipole DM deserves further investigation and

we plan in the future to refine various uncertainties and
simplifications made in our calculations. For instance, the
detailed collider studies including the optimized selection
cuts along with the detector simulations and particle
identification/reconstruction efficiencies, such as those
including the (detector specification dependent) background from eþ e− → eþ e− γ with both leptons missed,
were left out in our estimates. For the SN analysis, we paid
particular attention to the DM-electron interactions in
connection to the DM interactions at the ILC. We however
note that DM-nucleon interactions could be important for
the production and trapping of the DM in SN to tighten
the bounds presented here, and we plan to perform more
careful analysis for such issues in future work.
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